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Abstract. Type abstraction in object-oriented languages embody two techniques,
each with its own strenghts and weaknesses. The first technique is extension,
yielding abstraction mechanisms with good support for gradual specification.
The prime example is inheritance. The second technique is functional abstrac-
tion, yielding more precise knowledge about the outcome. The prime example
is type parameterized classes. This paper argues that these techniques should be
clearly separated to work optimally, and also that current languages fail to do
this. We have applied this design philosophy to a language based on an extension
mechanism, namely virtual classes. As a result, some elements based on func-
tional abstraction have been introduced, but they are simple and only used for
things where they excel; conversely, the virtual classes have become more flexi-
ble, because their role is now more well-defined. We designate the result as family
genericity. The presented language design has been implemented.

1 Introduction

People are different—for some, the world is full of possibilities to explore; for others, it
is like a dangerous mountain precipice where every step must be secured. In general it
is probably best for all people to be able to explore freely when that is safe, and watch
every step when that need arises; but it is less likely to be a good idea to habitually mix
the two modes. In the realm of programming language design some combinations of
abstraction mechanisms actually force developers to constantly mix these two modes.

This paper focuses on two broad classes of object-oriented type abstraction mecha-
nisms, one based on extension and the other based on functional abstraction. Extension
lies at the heart of inheritance and subtyping. Traditional inheritance is hardly powerful
enough to express statically typed contemporary software, but enhanced with virtual
classes it is a viable platform.

Functional abstraction over types has also been known since the sixties in the shape
of parametric polymorphism [26]. In System F, Girard [13] explicitly applied functions
to types, but even in languages such as Standard ML [20] where these applications are
implicit, the properties of the type system are highly influenced by it. Recently such
mechanisms have become main-stream in statically typed object-orientation, due to the
inclusion of type parameterized classes in Java 1.5 [14] and C# 2.0 [19].

The fundamental structure of an extension mechanism is that a value from a given
domain A is extended by a value from a different domain B, producing a new value
from the original domain A, i.e., A → B → A. The prototypical example is that inher-
itance produces a new class (e.g., ColorPoint) by extending a given class (Point)



with an incremental entity (a class body {String color;... }). In this case A
is the domain of classes and B the domain of incremental entities (with a slight gen-
eralization: mixins [2,11]). The crucial point is that the outcome belongs to the same
domain as the entity being extended.

The fundamental structure of functions used for type abstraction is that a value
from a given domain A is applied to a value from a different domain B to produce a
value in B, i.e., A → B → B. The prototypical example is that a parameterized type
may be applied to a type, yielding a type. In practical language design there is often
a shortcut such that parameterized classes are applied to type arguments to produce
a class, but an implicit coercion from classes to types takes place here such that the
fundamental structure is still A → B → B at the level of types. Note that this is
in fact required in order to allow type applications to be used as type arguments (as in
List<List<String>>). The crucial point is that the outcome belongs to a different
domain than the entity being applied.

The insight which has guided this work is that extension mechanisms by staying
within one domain have great potential for flexible and repeated application. In return
for this freedom it is both hard and inappropriate to try to establish guarantees about
extensions that will not occur. Conversely, type functions are used to take one explicit
step from the parameterized domain to the domain of non-parameterized end results,
and the type system keeps track of whether or not this step has been taken. In return for
this strict discipline, it is known for any given type application that information about
the type arguments may be propagated into knowledge about the end result.

In summary, extension is inclusive because extensions can always be made, but
the end result is only known to contain at least certain extensions. Type application is
exclusive because it must occur exactly once, but the end result is then known to have
exactly the given parameters.

The previous paragraph describes the ideal situation. In reality, the mechanisms
have been polluted by attempts to give each of them the qualities which come naturally
for the other, and it is a main point of this paper that they should be allowed to coexist
in a clean form rather than overstretching each of them to do it all. The contributions of
this paper are as follows:

– Identifying some fundamental structural differences between extension such as in-
heritance and virtual classes, and type functions such as parameterized classes.

– Concluding that extension be focused on unrestricted flexibility, and type functions
should be focused on providing knowledge about the outcome.

– Revising the semantics and type system of the full-fledged programming language
gbeta to follow these guidelines.

– In this process, introducing two new concepts, namely virtual class constraints and
type-neutral mixins.

– Further developing the the so-called expression problem [16,25,9,28,30] to deal
with the return type of a visitor, in a larger example that illustrates the redesigned
language. As an aside, sketching a proposal for higher-order parameterized classes
and type arguments.

– Implementing the resulting revised language design, and rewriting several hundred
programs to use the revised language, thus providing some experience with the new
language and honing its design along the way.



The rest of this paper is structured as follows: The next section briefly presents the two
type abstraction mechanisms used as the starting point in this paper, and the following
section outlines some well-known problems with them. Section 4 describes how a very
simple notion of parameterized types (not classes) is added to a language design based
on virtual classes. As a consequence, the virtual classes can then be simplified, as de-
scribed in Sect. 5. The following section describes why this removal of features does
not reduce the expressive power of the language. Section 7 proceeds to describe how
the introduction of type-neutral mixins helps to separate types and classes in such a way
that it is easier to write type-safe programs, and a larger example based on the expres-
sion problem is given to illustrate the properties of the resulting language. Finally, the
implementation status is described in Sect. 8, related work is described in Sect. 9, and
Sect. 10 concludes.

2 Existing Type Abstraction Mechanisms

Type parameterized classes in Java 1.5 will be used in this paper as the standard example
of type functions. This mechanism makes it possible to equip classes with type parame-
ters, to constrain them using bounds, to express co-/contra-variance in type applications
by means of wildcards [14,29], and to enhance the expressive power of bounds by
means of recursion, using so-called F-bounds [5].

class Box<X> {
X x;
X getX() { return x; }
void setX(X x) { this.x=x; }

}
class ChineseBox<X extends ChineseBox<X>> extends Box<X>
{

selfwrap() { setX((X)this); }
}
class ColoredChineseBox<X extends ColoredChineseBox<X>>

extends ChineseBox<X> {
String color;

}
class ChineseBoxF extends ChineseBox<ChineseBoxF> {
}
<X extends ChineseBox<X>> X unwrap(X cb) {

return cb.getX();
}

Fig. 1. Boxes, expressed using Java parameterized classes

Figure 1 shows a parameterized class Box which uses its type parameter X in
several ways. ChineseBox is a subclass of Box, intended to be able to contain a



ChineseBox. It propagates the type parameter to its superclass and also constrains it
with an F-bound. The effect of this is that all type applications ChineseBox<T> are
checked to ensure that the actual type argument T is a subtype of ChineseBox<T>.
This is useful because it ensures that all applications of this parameterized class will
produce a class with a certain recursive structure, namely that X denotes a type which
is “similar” to ChineseBox. The class ColoredChineseBox illustrates that this
technique can be applied at multiple levels in an inheritance hierarchy.

The polymorphic method unwrap illustrates that the F-bound succeeds in express-
ing that getX returns an object of a similar type as its argument, so for instance
it is possible to access the color of the return value from unwrap applied to a
ColoredChineseBox. However, the method selfwrap in ChineseBox, which
makes the receiver wrap itself, must use a dynamic cast ‘(X)this’ because the F-
bound does not ensure that this is of type X.1

The class ChineseBoxF is a subclass of ChineseBox where the type argument
is ChineseBoxF itself. This idiom is known as “taking the fixed point” of the pa-
rameterized class because it appears as the type argument to itself. Altogether, this is
a standard technique (presented, e.g., in [3]) for using F-bounds to establish mutually
recursive structures which can be maintained under inheritance.

This paper uses virtual classes in gbeta [6,7,8,10] as the target of the language re-
design process. At this point virtual classes are briefly introduced, with examples that
work in the language before the redesign.2 Later examples will gradually show how the
language was redesigned.

Figure 2 mimics Fig. 1 using virtual classes for type abstraction. Virtual classes
were introduced in the late seventies with the language BETA [17]. They have been
generalized in the language gbeta, and adapted to a Java-like context and in some ways
clarified in the language Caesar [18]. A virtual class is a feature, similar to an inner
class because it is a class and it is nested in an instance of the syntactically enclosing
class, and similar to a (virtual) method because it is accessed using late binding. A vir-
tual class is introduced by the keyword virtual. Subclasses of the enclosing class
may redefine an inherited virtual class, and it must then be marked with the keyword
extended. The effect is that the value of that virtual class becomes a subclass of its in-
herited value, computed by adding the contributions in the extended definition. This
often amounts to the application of a mixin to the inherited value of the virtual class;
in general it is a class combination operation defined by linearization. Redefinition of a
virtual class replaces it with a subclass of its inherited value, so we use the word ‘exten-
sion’ rather than ‘redefinition’. If the extension definition is marked with final then
further extension of that virtual class in subclasses of the enclosing class is prohibited.
This paper is intended to be self-contained, but because of the limited space we must
refer to additional literature [6,7,8,10] for the detailed semantics and typing of virtual
classes.

1 In current Java implementations, this cast is ‘unchecked’ because the representation of types
does not support a run-time check, but this is a problem with the type erasure implementation
strategy, not with parameterized classes as such. E.g., C# does not use type erasure.

2 For readability, the syntax of gbeta examples has been changed to follow the style of Java.



class Box {
virtual class X extends Object;
X x;
X getX() { return x; }
void setX(X x) { this.x=x; }

}
class CB {

virtual class ChineseBox extends Box {
final extended class X extends ChineseBox;
selfwrap() { setX(this); }

}
}
class ColoredCB extends CB {

extended class ChineseBox { String color; }
}
aCB.ChineseBox unwrap(final CB aCB, aCB.ChineseBox cb) {

return cb.getX();
}

Fig. 2. Boxes, expressed using gbeta virtual classes (transformed to a Java-style syntax)

Virtual classes provide type abstraction because a virtual class name (such as X in-
side Box in Fig. 2) denotes some subclass of its statically known value (here Object),
but the actual value is determined by the extensions present at run-time. In order to es-
tablish the recursive structure of ChineseBox we make ChineseBox itself a virtual
class and refer to it in the extension of X. As a result, ChineseBox is now a subclass
of Box whose X is ChineseBox itself. The selfwrap method corresponds to the
one in Fig. 1, but it does not need a dynamic cast. The receiver is known to have type
ChineseBox or a subtype (ChineseBox is not a ‘MyType’ [4], but it is known
to be a supertype thereof). Next, ChineseBox is known to be equal to X, because
the extension of X is final. Finally, X is again the argument type of setX, and hence
setX(this) is type safe.

The enclosing class CB is needed in order to make ChineseBox a virtual class
such that the relation between ChineseBox and its virtual X is preserved for ex-
tended versions of ChineseBox, e.g., the one in ColoredCB. Note that the re-
cursive structure need not be redeclared when the color is added, as opposed to the
situation with parameterized classes. Instances of CB and subclasses can be used to
specify the type of ChineseBox, with whatever extensions the given subclass of CB
has added. This phenomenon is known as family polymorphism [7,24,21]. For instance,
the method unwrap accepts an argument aCB of type CB, and an argument cb of
type aCB.ChineseBox, and the return value is of the same type. In particular, it
is again possible to access the color of the return value from unwrap applied to a
ChineseBox from an object known to be a ColoredCB.

Note that the type of the second argument cb depends on the object aCB provided
as the first argument. Such a type would not be well-defined if it were possible to change



aCB during the life-time of cb, and the return type of the method also depends on aCB
remaining unchanged throughout the method invocation. Because of this aCB is marked
as final, which means that it cannot be changed after initialization. Whenever an
object is used in this way to declare types of variables or method arguments, it is known
as a family object, and the immutability restriction applies to all family objects. If a
mutable variable were used to access a family object then the types declared from it
would be useless, because no values can be shown to have those types.

3 Problems With Existing Mechanisms

The examples in the previous section already exhibit some problems which are char-
acteristic of the two mechanisms. First, the method selfwrap in Fig. 1 contains a
dynamic cast because the F-bound does not ensure any particular relation between X
and the type of the receiver. Next, the method unwrap in Fig. 1 is essentially forced
to re-declare the intended recursive structure between ChineseBox and its type ar-
gument X. It is an example of bad encapsulation that this supposedly internal recursive
structure of ChineseBox must be restated whenever there is a need to use it or pass it
on to another piece of code that uses it.

In comparison, the method selfwrap in Fig. 2 is safe and does not need the dy-
namic cast. The method unwrap receives the extra argument aCB which—like a “dy-
namic package”—provides the other types used in the method signature. This extra ar-
gument often causes irritation, but the notion of a dynamic package is quite simple after
getting used to it, and it remains equally simple no matter how complex the contained
structure is. In contrast, restating the recursive structure grows in complexity with the
square of the number of members of the class family (in this case the family has just one
member, ChineseBox), and may have specific quirks for some families. Moreover,
virtual classes are more flexible because it is possible to work with family-polymorphic
references to ChineseBox objects:

... final CB myCB = ...
myCB.ChineseBox cb1,cb2;
... cb1= new myCB.ChineseBox(); cb2.setX(cb1); ... Ex.

1

In example 1 a family object myCB is in scope—it could be a final argument to a
method, or a final instance variable of an enclosing object. By ordinary reference poly-
morphism it could be an instance of CB, ColoredCB, or any other subclass of CB.
Using the type myCB.ChineseBox it is possible to declare variables of that specific
ChineseBox type and operate safely on them because it is known to always be the
same version of ChineseBox, namely the one in myCB. Hence, myCB works like
a package because it provides access to a set of classes. There is no corresponding
“package polymorphism” when using parameterized classes, because the class families
consist of individual classes with no unified identification. It is, however, possible to
create a polymorphic reference in Java using wildcards such that it is capable of refer-
ring to objects with more than one type argument T to ChineseBox<T>, as in the
following example:



ChineseBox<?> cb1,cb2;
...cb2.setX(cb1); /* NO: not typable */
...cb1= new ChineseBox<?>(); /* NO: cannot use ? here */

Ex.
2

But there is no way wildcards in the type of these variables can express that the type
argument of ChineseBoxmay vary at runtime and also that the type argument of cb1
and cb2 is the same. Consequently, expressions like cb2.setX(cb1) in example 2
are not type safe. It is also impossible to create new instances of ChineseBox in “the
right family” because the ‘?’ denotes an arbitrary type argument rather than the type
argument given to ChineseBox in the type of cb2 or any such thing.

In summary, type parameterized classes with F-bounds can go a long way to de-
scribe recursive type structures, but some problems remain, especially because the re-
cursive structure is imposed from the outside rather than built-in.

Turning to the world of virtual classes, there are also some well-known problems.
Collection classes using virtual classes for type abstraction have distinct type for each
subclass created just in order to specify its element type. The Box class can be consid-
ered as a very simple example of a collection class, and we might then want to create
some boxes containing numbers:

class NumBox extends Box
{ final extended class X extends Number; }

NumBox nb = new NumBox(); ...nb.setX(new Integer(3));
class NumBox2 extends Box
{ final extended class X extends Number; }

NumBox2 nb2 = new NumBox2(); ...nb2.setX(new Double(.5)); Ex.
3

The declaration of X as final in example 3 is important because it is needed to safely
insert elements into the “collection”, i.e., to call setX(). In a large software project
there may be many different occasions where there is a need to create such a collection
of the same type of elements. Each time a class like NumBox is created the result is a
distinct class, unrelated to all the other classes which are also boxes holding numbers.
Consequently, it is not possible to write generic code that polymorphically accesses
a NumBox or a NumBox2 and includes the information that the element type X is
Number.

This is a nontrivial problem because it is hard to maintain the support for describ-
ing recursive structures and at the same time use structural type equivalence. In [27] it
was in fact proposed to support a kind of structural equivalence for virtual classes, and
Fig. 8 in that paper shows a family of mutually recursive classes with this kind of struc-
tural equivalence. However, no details are given, and several years of experience with
the static analysis of gbeta suggests that, at least, the entire environment of enclosing
scopes all the way out to the global namespace must be included in the structure which
represents a type in order for this to work correctly. Nevertheless, if it works then it is a
very interesting idea.

Another hard problem with virtual classes is that their inherently extensional nature
makes it hard to reconcile them with lower bounds. In particular, it is difficult to use
virtual classes to describe contravariance, i.e., that supertypes of a type argument create
subtypes in type applications. Essentially, contravariance is useful in order to achieve



polymorphism over a type parameter X of a data structure that accepts method argu-
ments of type X (an “X sink” data structure). E.g., if List is a parameterized type in
Java and objects of type T should be inserted into such a list, but the actual type argu-
ment of the list should be allowed to be vary within the bounds of type safety, the proper
type would be List<? super T>which uses super to specify contravariance and is
allowed to refer to instances of List<S> for all types S such that T is a subtype of S. A
detailed example of non-trivial and useful contravariance which can easily be expressed
using wildcards has been given in a solution to the so-called expression problem [28].
The feature described in the next section enables gbeta to express this solution quite
directly, too.

4 Adding Lightweight Type Parameters

This paper solves the problems described in the previous section by adding a simple
version of type parameterization to virtual classes. As a consequence of this, virtual
classes are simplified and made more flexible, as described in the next section.

The new type abstraction mechanism is based on constraints on virtual classes. It is
only applicable to types, i.e., the declared type of an instance variable, a local variable,
or a method argument, and in particular they cannot be applied to class definitions.
They are not higher-order, there is no support for aliasing, and they do not allow F-
bounds. The rationale for these design choices is that virtual constraints should be able
to express certain typing properties known from parameterized classes with wildcards
as in Java, but they should not be used for the specification of recursive type structures,
because virtual classes are better at that anyway. Syntactically, virtual constraints are
similar to type applications in Java:

class List { virtual class X extends Object; ... }
List<X extends Number> ro_nums; // covariance
List<X super Number> wo_nums; // contravariance
List<X equals Number> rw_nums; // invariance Ex.

4

To check these types for correctness, it is required that List is statically known to
contain a virtual class named X and the right hand side of each constraint is again
a correct type. The main difference to Java type applications is that the constrained
virtual is mentioned by name, e.g. X in the example, whereas wildcards are denoted
by question marks and identified with specific type arguments by their position in the
argument list. This is a natural consequence of the fact that virtual constraints are not
passing arguments, they specify relations that must be verified to hold for the actual
virtual classes in question. This also makes it possible to give multiple constraints on the
same virtual class, and it enables constraining a subset of the virtual classes. When there
is exactly one virtual class, an equality constraint on that virtual class is the default; e.g.,
the last line in example 4 could have used List<Number>. The names of the declared
variables have been chosen to support a useful intuition about variance, namely that a
covariant data structure is read-only, a contravariant data structure is write-only, and
only an invariant data structure allows both writing and reading.



These variables can be assigned to each other according to the rules for use-site
variance [15] which can also be used to explain the treatment of wildcard types in Java
(when disregarding wildcard capture [29]). The following examples cover the cases
which must be added to the subtyping rules in order to relate different variances:

wo_nums = ro_nums: /*ERR*/ rw_nums = ro_nums; /*ERR*/
ro_nums = wo_nums; /*ERR*/ rw_nums = wo_nums; /*ERR*/
ro_nums = rw_nums; /*OK*/ wo_nums = rw_nums: /*OK*/

Ex.
5

We can also verify that constraints are satisfied based on direct knowledge about virtual
classes, especially because creation of a new object is as monomorphic as the class
denotation (e.g., the object returned by ‘new C()’ is known to be an instance of C
whereas a variable of type C is only known to refer to an object of type C or a subtype).
In particular, it is possible to assign the variables as follows (assuming that Integer
is a subtype of Number which is again a subtype of Object):

ro_nums = new List() {extended class X extends Integer};
wo_nums = new List() {extended class X extends Object};
rw_nums = new List() {extended class X extends Number}; Ex.

6

Note that there is no need for a final modifier on the virtual class here, because the
newly created object is known to be an instance of the denoted (anonymous) class which
means that there cannot be any additional extensions of X in that object.

The introduction of virtual constraints immediately solves the problem of acciden-
tally incompatible collection types, because the constrained types are structurally equiv-
alent even though the underlying classes may be distinct. Virtual constraints can also
immediately be used to express contravariance as with super bounded wildcard types.
The structural equivalence can of course be extended to multiple levels by using nested
constraints, as in the following example:

List<List<Number>> numss;
List<X extends List<X super Number>> ro_wo_numss; Ex.

7

This declares numss to be a list of list of Number, and ro wo numss to be a read-
only list of write-only lists of numbers. With the latter it is possible to iterate over
the outer list and insert numbers into each of the inner lists. In fact, an inner list
might be a LinkedList<Object> because the outer list might actually be a list
of LinkedList<X super Number>, which can hold a LinkedList<Object>.

The scope rules are such that the constrained virtual classes are looked up in the base
class of the nearest enclosing type—e.g., X is looked up in List in the examples—and
the right hand side of the constraints are looked up in the same scope as the entire type.
This “global” lookup rule also contributes to the simplicity of this mechanism, and
ensures that recursion is handled using virtual classes rather than virtual constraints.

The language design decision to add virtual constraints to a language based on vir-
tual classes can now be evaluated and motivated. First, we claim that type parameter-
ization of classes does not interact well with inheritance because the two mechanisms
are fundamentally different: inheritance is based on extension and class parameteriza-
tion is based on type functions. Hence, it did not seem attractive to add type parameters



to classes—which would also produce a very complex and redundant language design.
However, a coercion from class to type takes place—implicitly, but at well-known syn-
tactic locations—for the declared type of each instance variable, local variable, and
method parameter, and this process fits very well with type functions because it is in-
herently a single step process. Moreover, the addition of virtual constraints does not add
much complexity to the language; the gbeta static analysis already computed all the in-
formation needed to determine whether virtual constraints are satisfied for assignments
from expressions whose type does not have virtual constraints, and the variance rules
used to determine subtyping among types with virtual constraints are very simple. There
is a certain added complexity in the grammar, but the new constructs should be quite
easy to understand for most programmers, and they are (even in the actual gbeta syntax)
modeled to be syntactically similar to type application in main-stream languages.

As a result, the required amount of structural type equivalence is now available for
the types of variables and arguments, in a familiar syntax, with variance that corre-
sponds to Java wildcards. Finally, the new features are tightly integrated with virtual
classes because it is virtual classes which are constrained, and because the right hand
sides of constraints can also refer to virtual classes.

5 Simplifying Virtual Classes

It is tempting to consider language design as a matter of inventing new and sophisticated
language features. However, it has always been a core design criterion for the language
BETA that there should be few language features; they should be powerful each of them;
they should work well together; and they should be orthogonal, i.e., their application
areas should not overlap. The language gbeta was created in the community and spirit
that created BETA, and simplicity and orthogonality are still very fundamental ideals.
Hence, we consider it worthwhile and interesting to remove features during a language
design process, and this is exactly what is described in this section: final extensions of
virtuals are removed from the language.

As mentioned in Sect. 2, a virtual class extension definition marked with final
implies that no more extensions to this virtual class can be made in subclasses of the
enclosing class. This implies that more information can be established about the value
of this virtual class: Normally, a virtual class is only known by upper bound when
the class of the enclosing object is not known exactly; for instance, in the class body
of Box in Fig. 2 it is known that X denotes some subclass of Object, but it cannot
be assumed that any given type is a subtype of X because it is only bounded from
above. (The type of null may be considered a ‘bottom’ type, but that is the only
exception). Consequently, a variable or method argument of type X cannot be assigned
any value unless it is already of type X. For a collection, e.g., this means that we can
reorganize contained objects, but we cannot insert objects obtained from elsewhere.
Final definitions of virtual classes thus play an important role of making it safe to assign
externally provided objects to variables or method arguments whose type is a virtual
class. Lists, say, that we cannot put anything into (except null) are not so useful.

However, the addition of types with virtual constraints as described in Sect. 4 im-
mediately solves this problem in almost all cases: The collections and other objects for



which it is important to have a lower bound on a virtual class should be accessed through
variables whose type has a lower bound on the virtual, e.g., List<X super Number>
or List<X equals Number>. Using an equals bound is the typical choice for im-
portant references to such an object, because it preserves the possibility to both deliver
and receive objects whose type is the virtual class (e.g., giving method arguments, and
receiving method return values).

The remaining—hard—case is exemplified by ChineseBox in Fig. 2. In this case
it is not possible to use a type with virtual constraints to establish the required typ-
ing properties because the constraints are concerned with an object rather than virtual
classes of an object, and moreover that object is the current object, this. If we were to
declare a suitably typed variable and assign this to it we would just move the typing
problem to that assignment.

The final extension of X ensures that it is exactly equal to ChineseBox. This
is because the contributions to X are known to be Object and ChineseBox, and
the combination of these two contributions is statically known to be ChineseBox,
even though this is a virtual class and its actual value is not known statically (just like
∅ ∪A = A for any set A). Since the current object this in any class body on the right
hand side of a virtual class definition is an instance of that virtual class or a subclass
thereof, we conclude that this has type ChineseBox and hence also type X.

If we remove the final keyword from the extension of X in ChineseBox, it
is no longer known to hold that this has type X, which means that the method call
setX(this) would be rejected by the compiler because it would not be type safe. It
is easy to create an example showing that it would be unsound to consider it type safe,
so this is an essential difference rather than a matter of improving the type analysis. A
dynamic cast would have to be used, and the situation would then be just as bad as it is
with parameterized classes.

However, there is a quite general approach which makes it possible to achieve the
effect of a final declaration of a virtual class, and this is the topic of the next section.
Based on this opening, virtual classes were simplified as follows: It is no longer possible
to use final in a virtual class extension; a language mechanism known as ‘disown-
ment’ [6, p.197] which was used to avoid multiple conflicting final extensions of virtual
classes is no longer needed and is removed from the language; finally, quite a number
of complex issues in the static analysis of gbeta are now gone, and the implementation
of the type checker has been simplified correspondingly.

6 Emulating Final Declarations

Final extensions of virtual classes can be emulated based on a surprisingly simple mech-
anism, namely that of binding a final instance variable to an object, i.e., binding a name
to a simple, opaque run-time value which is an address in the heap.

First, note that binding a name to a simple value is inherently a one-step process.
This means that extension is wasteful because there will not be “multiple extensions”.
The language gbeta has had such a one-step binding mechanism for several years [6,
p.193], known as ‘virtual objects’. This mechanism is in fact what is used to express
final method arguments such as aCB in Fig. 2 in the original gbeta syntax, but the



semantics is simply that of binding a name immutably to a value. Syntactically, virtual
objects are different from method arguments, because they are declared as features of
a class. The class and method concepts are in fact unified to one concept in BETA and
in gbeta, namely patterns. So virtual objects are really features of objects created as
instances of patterns, and it is a matter of personal taste whether one wants to consider
a given pattern as a class or as a method, and correspondingly its instances as objects or
as method activation records. For simplicity, virtual objects will be shown as features
of classes, and the relation to methods is not made explicit.

A virtual object is introduced in a declaration marked with virtual, and for each
virtual object introduction there must be at most one virtual object final declaration. If
there is no final declaration of a virtual object the declared class of the object given in
the introduction is used to create a new instance (it turns out to be convenient to get
fresh objects by default), and if there is a final declaration then it specifies an object,
which must be of the type given in the declaration or a subtype thereof. Here is an
example:

myCB.ChineseBox myChineseBox;
...
class StickyBox {
virtual object bx isa Box;
bx.X x;

}
class MyStickyBox extends StickyBox {
final object bx is myChineseBox;

} Ex.
8

In this example, instances of StickyBox contain a virtual object of type Box or
a subtype thereof, as well as an ordinary mutable instance variable x. The subclass
MyStickyBox contains a corresponding final declaration of the virtual object,
which binds the name bx in instances of that class to the object myChineseBox
(assuming myCB is declared as in example 1). It is essential for the typing that a virtual
object is immutable, because this makes it possible to use it as a family object. For ex-
ample, x is declared to have the type bx.X, which means that it is known to be safe to
execute statements like x=new bx.X(), bx.setX(x), and x=bx.getX().

Moreover, x has type myChineseBox.X in MyStickyBox , which establishes
that it is also safe to execute x.setX(x) . . . except that this only holds when the
extension of X in ChineseBox is final, and we are in the middle of reconstructing
that property after having removed final extensions from the language.

Note that the virtual object mechanism could as well have been expressed as a more
traditional type function mechanism: A class having a virtual object could be considered
as a function from objects to classes, which could then be managed in the type analysis
in the usual way, and final declarations of virtual objects could then be application of
this function to a given object. A class having multiple virtual objects would be a curried
function (which has its own problems, as we shall see). Maybe this design would also
have nice properties, but we have chosen the above described design because it enables
the default mechanism without complex (implicit) type coercions, it fits well with the



rest of the language, and it maintains unification (there are only patterns and objects—
not functions and patterns and objects).

Original Code
class C {

virtual class X extends Number;
X x; ...

}
class D extends C {

final extended class X extends Integer; ...
}

Transformed Code
class Xholder { virtual class X extends Number; }
class C {

virtual object Xh isa Xholder;
Xh.X x;
...

}
class D extends C {

final object Xh is
new Xholder() { extended class X extends Integer; }

...
}

Fig. 3. Emulation of a final extansion (two-level)

The emulation uses the transformation shown in Fig. 3. Assume that a class C is
given that introduces a virtual class X and uses it (in the example: as the type of an
instance variable x). The subclass D of C contains a final extension of X. There are
no ordinary (non-final) extensions of X. The transformation expresses an equivalent
situation without using final extensions of virtual classes. The transformed declara-
tions use a virtual, and the virtual class will then be looked up in that virtual object, as
shown in the transformed code.

The only difference is that the virtual class is now wrapped inside the virtual object.
The virtual object is managed by an application based mechanism, which means that
the transition from unbound to bound is registered by the type analysis and will occur
exactly once (by at most one final declaration or else using the default). This makes it
possible to conclude that any given final declaration of a virtual object is the only
such declaration for that attribute, and hence whatever is known about that particular
object will hold for the attribute. In particular, it is known for all instances of D or
subclasses thereof that their Xh virtual object is an instance of the given anonymous
class (and not a subtype thereof!), and this means that Xh.X is exactly Integer. In
other words, Xh.X was introduced as being some (unknown) subtype of Number in
C and then fixed to be exactly Integer in D and its subclasses, just like X in the



original code. Note that the default binding of the virtual object corresponds to using
the declared bound as a default for a type parameter in type parameterized classes.

In essence, we use a virtual object to achieve strict two-phase abstraction, then use
it as a family object to provide the virtual class. The technique can be used to emulate
all cases where a virtual class is used for introduction and final extension, which
corresponds closely to the two-phase abstraction of a type parameter—first declaration
of the formal, later passing actual arguments. Note that one virtual object may provide
several virtual classes, possibly a mutually recursive family.

The technique does not directly handle cases where a virtual class in the version of
gbeta before the redesign was introduced, then extended a non-zero number of times,
and then final extended. However, this can be emulated for any pre-chosen number
of levels, here three levels:

Original Code
class C1 {
virtual class X extends D1;
X x;

}
class C2 extends C1 {
extended class X extends D2;

}
class C3 extends C2 {
final extended class X extends D3;

}

Transformed Code
class XholderD1 { virtual class X extends D1; }
class XholderD2 extends XholderD1 {
extended class X extends D2;

}
class C1 {
class useHolder2 {

virtual class X extends Holder2.X;
}
virtual object Holder2 isa XholderD1;
virtual object Holder isa useHolder2;
Holder.X x; // Holder.X <= Holder2.X <= D1

}
class C2 extends C1 {
final object Holder2 is XholderD2;
// Holder.X <= Holder2.X = D2

}
class C3 extends C2 {
final object Holder is new useHolder2() {
extended class X extends D3;

}
// Holder.X = D3

} Ex.
9



We use one fewer virtual objects than the desired number of levels, i.e., two virtual
objects in this case. Each level is then achieved by fixing one virtual object. Obviously,
this technique is not practical for a large number of steps, but the simple two level
emulation in Fig. 3 seems to suffice in practice. Several hundred small programs (of
about 20.000 lines of gbeta code in total) were redesigned to use the revised language,
and the simple two-level technique was sufficient in every case.

Static checking of virtual objects in the gbeta compiler is currently based on consid-
ering every program location where two classes are combined (including the degenerate
case where a single mixin is added to a class). This includes every virtual extension dec-
laration and every explicit class combination operation (explicit class combination is a
kind of multiple inheritance that gbeta supports). If the two classes being combined
are statically known then the combination can be performed statically and the result
checked directly. If one of the classes is statically known and does not contain any
final virtual object declarations then the combination cannot create conflicts, and the
operation is accepted. In the remaining cases a warning is issued, and the merging op-
eration is checked dynamically. Note that every program in this paper compiles without
warnings.

Finally, it is possible that it would be useful to have syntactic sugar to emulate
final virtual extensions as described in this section. It would have made the remaining
examples in this paper a little bit more concise, but we have chosen not to do so in order
to show the actual language design.

7 Introducing Type-Neutral Mixins

Over the years, the language gbeta has achieved more and more strict static analy-
sis. Recently, the core of the static analysis of gbeta and Caesar [18] has been proven
sound [10], which illustrates that significant progress has been made. However, a source
of run-time errors that gbeta has always included is that of failing dynamic class combi-
nation. Since multiple inheritance in a statically typed language is often restricted to be
a compile-time operation, it is maybe not surprising that it may fail if done at run-time.
Nevertheless, gbeta has always supported it as a run-time operation, and has been pro-
gressing closer and closer to static safety. Note that the resulting class has always been a
statically type safe class, just like the operation a/b may cause a ‘DivideByZero’ error
at run-time, but if it succeeds then the result is known to be of type int, say, whose
usage is statically type checked. As described at the end of the previous section, com-
bination of classes which are not known statically will cause a warning, and a run-time
error may occur at such a location (because of conflicting final declarations for a virtual
object, or because of multiple mixins with the same declaration syntax but different en-
closing objects). Because of this, it is very valuable to express programs such that class
combinations operate on statically known classes wherever possible.

A very significant step in this direction has been taken by the introduction of type-
neutral mixins. Note that it is a tempting simplification to remove ordinary nested
classes from the language and just have virtual classes—seemingly, a virtual class can
do everything that an ordinary class can do, and then some. But this is not a good idea



because a large amount of static knowledge is lost—there are basically no lower bounds
on types any more, so most assignments and method calls are no longer type safe.

However, it is no problem to replace an ordinary nested class by a virtual class if
the type of that class is fixed and statically known. In other words, extensions can be
made as long as they do not affect the typing properties of the class. This is exactly
what characterizes type-neutral mixins: type-neutral mixins can be added to a class, but
the resulting class has the same type as the original.

Consequently, the language was in fact simplified, but then immediately extended a
little again: Ordinary nested classes were removed from the language, and type-neutral
mixins were added. Moreover, each virtual class is open for general extension, or open
for type-neutral extension only. We use the terms type virtual and implementation vir-
tual to distinguish the two. Type virtual classes are marked with the keyword virtual
(so they look like the old virtuals), and implementation virtual classes do not have this
keyword (so they look like the old ordinary classes, and work the same at introduc-
tion, but now their implementation can be extended). Consequently, it is possible to
use statically known types in all those locations where the desired extensions are only
concerned with implementation, and this turns out to be a quite common situation. The
following rules govern type-neutral mixins:

1. A mixin is type-neutral iff it occurs on the right hand side of an extended virtual
class declaration and the corresponding introductory declaration is not virtual.

2. A type-neutral mixin cannot introduce a type virtual class or a virtual object.
3. A type-neutral mixin can only extend inherited virtual classes with type-neutral

mixins, and cannot contain a final virtual object.
4. Features in a type-neutral mixin can only be accessed from itself and nested scopes.

A couple of comments should be added to these rules: Ad (1), it might be useful to be
able to create type-neutral mixins elsewhere, e.g., in an anonymous class, but the need
has not arisen so far. Ad (3), note that both kinds of virtual classes can be extended
with type-neutral mixins. Ad (4), note that this implies that no features introduced in a
type-neutral mixin can be accessed by subclasses or client code, i.e., everything inside a
type-neutral mixin is private. On the other hand, code in a type-neutral mixin can freely
use features inherited from other (non-type-neutral) mixins.

The most complex issue in relation to static analysis of type-neutral mixins is that
they must be included in the analysis of the code inside them, but they must be invisible
during analysis of other mixins in the same object, and analysis of client code (anything
outside the syntactic scope of the type-neutral mixin itself). The current approach in
the gbeta compiler is to alwys include them, but ignore them for lookup from any loca-
tion outsite the type-neutral mixin itself. Since the result of lookup during compilation
strictly controls the lookup at run-time (gbeta has static name binding), it is impossible
for a run-time lookup to select a feature from a type-neutral mixin unless the same thing
occurred during static analysis, i.e., unless it originated from inside that mixin. Finally,
type-neutral mixins are ignored for subtype comparison.

Note that the need for type-neutral mixins is more acute in gbeta than it seems when
considering the examples in this paper. Because of the Java style syntax, methods and
classes look different in this paper; but in the original gbeta syntax methods and classes
are always patterns, i.e., the syntax and the semantics does not distinguish methods and



classes. This means that (virtual) methods have always been expressed using virtual
patterns (in both BETA and gbeta), so they have been very common. With the intro-
duction of type-neutral mixins most methods can now be implementation virtual, so a
significantly larger proportion of types are now statically known.

To illustrate the possibilites in the redesigned language, consider the example in
Fig. 4. This example assumes that the virtual class X in Box and ChineseBox from
Fig. 2 has been transformed as in Fig. 3 to use a virtual object rather than a final
extension of a virtual class. It declares two successively derived class families from CB.
First, IntCB adds a method accept to ChineseBox and a subclass IntBox of
ChineseBox wrapping an integer variable. It also adds the type virtual Visitor,
which is used in an instance of the visitor design pattern [12], as well as a concrete vis-
itor subclass toStringVis. Next, IntPairCB adds another member to the family,
PairBox, wrapping two instances of ChineseBox, and extending Visitor and
toStringVis to handle PairBoxes. Note that toStringVis by being imple-
mentation virtual avoids combining two classes which are not statically known. Also
note that it is possible to implement the extended interface declared by extending the
Visitor class with a new method forPairBox in IntPairCB. In other words,
toStringVis is only open for type-neutral extension on its own, but since it is a
subclass of a type virtual it can be subject to type extensions, namely type extensions
of the type virtual superclass. Finally, we can use the class system as follows:

final IntPairCB IPCB = new IntPairCB();
IPCB.IntBox ibox = new IPCB.IntBox();
IPCB.PairBox pbox = new IPCB.PairBox();
ibox.i=3; pbox.b1=pbox.b2=ibox;
System.println(pbox.accept(new IPCB.toStringVis())); Ex.

10

It is not trivial to reconstruct a similar class system using type parameterized classes.
In fact, we do not know whether or how it can be done. But if we assume that type
parameterized classes are extended with a couple of new features then it is possible
to get somewhat close. The new features are higher-order parameterized classes and
higher-order type arguments. In light of the description of parameterized classes as
functions given earlier this appears to be a rather obvious extension, but we are not
aware of any proposals or implementations that directly covers this idea.

Where a type parameterized class is a function from a tuple of types to a type (and
class), the extended language would accept functions over types as type arguments as
well. Moreover, classes could be parameterized with more than one tuple of type ar-
guments, providing functions from types to types to a type (and class), etc. We have
assumed and used this hypothetical extension to Java in Fig. 5.

The reason why such an extension is required is that we wish to specify a class
family of which one member is a parameterized class. This is because the return type
of accept should be a type parameter of the given visitor, but we do not want to fix
this parameter when fixing the family. For instance, we want to be able to create a fixed
point of IntChineseBox by providing the type arguments X and V, and then choose
the result type R for each concrete visitor in a separate type application step. Otherwise,
if we must provide R when the family is created then the resulting class family will only
be able to have visitors returning one type of result.



class XHolder { virtual class X extends Object; }

class IntCB extends CB {
extended class ChineseBox {

VIS.Rh.X accept(final Visitor VIS);
}
class IntBox extends ChineseBox {

int i;
VIS.Rh.X accept(final Visitor VIS) {
return VIS.forIntBox(this);

}
}
virtual class Visitor {

virtual object Rh isa XHolder;
Rh.X forIntBox(IntBox ibox);

}
class toStringVis extends Visitor {

final object Rh is new XHolder() {
extended class T extends String

}
Rh.X forIntBox(IntBox ibox) {
return Integer(ibox.i).toString();

}
}

}

class IntPairCB extends IntCB {
class PairBox extends ChineseBox {

ChineseBox b1,b2; // NB: ’b1=this;’ is OK
VIS.Rh.X accept(final Visitor VIS) {
return VIS.forPairBox(this);

}
}
extended class Visitor {

Rh.X forPairBox(PairBox pbox);
}
extended class toStringVis {

Rh.X forPairBox(PairBox pbox) {
return "(" + pbox.b1.accept(this) +

"," + pbox.b2.accept(this) + ")";
}

}
}

Fig. 4. Adding visitors to the running Box example



abstract class IntChineseBox<X extends IntChineseBox<X,V>,
V extends IntVisitor<X,V>>

extends ChineseBox<X> {
abstract <R> R accept(V<R> vis);

}

class IntBox<X extends IntChineseBox<X,V>,
V extends IntVisitor<X,V>>

extends IntChineseBox<X,V> {
int i;
<R> R accept(V<R> vis) {
return vis.forIntBox(this);

}
}

abstract class IntVisitor<X extends IntChineseBox<X,V>,
V extends IntVisitor<X,V>>

<R> {
abstract R forIntBox(IntBox<X,V> ibox);

}

abstract
class IntPairChineseBox<X extends IntPairChineseBox<X,V>,

V extends IntPairVisitor<X,V>>
extends IntChineseBox<X,V> {

}

class PairBox<X extends IntPairChineseBox<X,V>,
V extends IntPairVisitor<X,V>>

extends IntPairChineseBox<X,V> {
X b1,b2; // NB: type too small: ’b1=this;’ is unsafe
<R> R accept(V<R> vis) {
return vis.forPairBox(this);

}
}

abstract
class IntPairVisitor<X extends IntPairChineseBox<X,V>,

V extends IntPairVisitor<X,V>>
<R>

extends IntVisitor<X,V><R> {
abstract R forPairBox(PairBox<X,V> pbox);

}

Fig. 5. Adding visitors using (hypothetical) higher-order type arguments



As a consequence, all visitor classes are higher-order type parameterized classes
because they need to receive the two first type arguments when the family is created,
and then later receive the type argument which determines the result type of accept.
The further consequence of this is that the type argument V is everywhere of kind type
to type rather than just type, and this is also the reason why it is possible to use the
expression V<R> in the signature of accept.

Apart from this, Fig. 5 follows the pattern from Fig. 4 with the adjustments needed
for class families based on parameterized classes. It does not define a concrete visitor,
but this will be discussed below. Example 11 shows how these class families can be
used in a similar way as example 10:

abstract class IntPairChineseBoxF
extends IntPairChineseBox<IntPairChineseBoxF,

IntPairVisitorF> {}
class IntPairIntBoxF
extends IntBox<IntPairChineseBoxF,IntPairVisitorF> {}

class IntPairPairBoxF
extends PairBox<IntPairChineseBoxF,IntPairVisitorF> {}

class IntPairVisitorF<R>
extends IntPairVisitor<IntPairChineseBoxF,

IntPairVisitorF><R> {}
class toStringVis extends IntPairVisitorF<String> {
String forIntBox(IntPairIntBoxF ibox) {

return Integer(ibox.i).toString();
}
String forPairBox(IntPairPairBoxF pbox) {

return "(" + pbox.b1.accept(this) +
"," + pbox.b2.accept(this) + ")";

}
}
IntPairIntBoxF ibox = new IntPairIntBoxF();
IntPairPairBoxF pbox = new IntPairPairBoxF();
ibox.i=3; pbox.b1=pbox.b2=ibox;
System.println(pbox.accept(toStringVis)); Ex.

11

As always, we need to take fixed points before we have actual classes at hand (note how
taking fixed points gets more complex with larger families, whereas the corresponding
operation with virtual classes of using a family object has the same complexity for all
kinds of families). More importantly, note that the concrete visitor is based on these
fixed point classes. We have not found a way to express the concrete visitor as part of
the specializable class families rather than as a subclass of the fixed point visitor, which
means that concrete visitor classes cannot be specified incrementally in each family, nor
can they be reused for other (parameterized or fixed) families. The problem is that the
type parameter list <R> of all visitor classes must appear last in order to enable accept
to access it using the expression V<R> and in order to create the families by fixing on
the arguments X and V. We could try to swap the order of the type argument lists on
visitor classes and reconstruct the class system to create concrete visitors before fixing
the family, but this would not work because of the need to use V<R> in the signature of



accept. Even then, if it were possible to do this it would preclude the external (post-
fixed-point) expression of concrete visitor classes like toStringVis in example 11.
Note that it is trivial to write such a post-fixed-point visitor using virtual classes.

All in all, the usage of higher-order functions to describe gradual (here: two-step)
parameterization is less flexible than extension, because two function applications will
by nature be ordered one way or the other, whereas the order of extensions can be cho-
sen freely. Perhaps explicit support for higher-order type functions or pattern matching
could be used to manipulate the ordering of the type parameter lists in Fig. 5, but we
have not explored this possibility.

In summary, type parameterized classes seem to be unable to express the incremen-
tal specification of concrete visitor classes before fixing class families, even when the
language is hypothetically extended with higher-order parameterized classes and type
arguments. Additionally, there is still the unsolved problem (which gave rise to the un-
safe cast in setX in Fig. 1) of not having a subtype relation between this and the
type argument intended to describe the “this family member”. The instance variables
b1 and b2 in PairBox in Fig. 5 exemplify this.

The last point we wish to make is concerned with dynamic type discovery, i.e.,
type casting. It was already mentioned in connection with Fig. 2 that family objects
provide a single entity polymorphically identifying the relevant family of classes. In
addition to the consequences that we have already described, this enables a kind of
“large scale cast” operation which does not have an equivalent operation in context of
type parameterized classes, even if type arguments are fully reified at run-time.

We have to briefly introduce type casting in gbeta first. There is no type cast op-
eration, but there is a type case control structure which is thread-safe and enables the
execution of code under explicitly stated enhanced typing assumptions, iff those as-
sumptions turn out to be satisfied at run-time. (This is the (when...when) statement
in the original gbeta syntax, but here we will only show a specialized example, adjusted
to fit the syntactic style of Java). Here is an example:

boolean compose(final IntCB aCB1, final IntCB aCB2,
aCB1.ChineseBox cb1,
aCB2.ChineseBox cb2) {

typeif (aCB1==aCB2) {
cb1.setX(cb2); cb2.setX(cb1);
return true;

}
else { /* Not same family! */ return false; }

} Ex.
12

In example 12, the method compose receives two family objects aCB1 and aCB2 as
well as two instances of ChineseBox, one from each class family. The body of the
method contains a type case statement which works as follows: If aCB1 and aCB2 are
the same object then the statement block after typeif will be executed, under typing
assumptions as in the body of the method, extended with the information that aCB1
and aCB2 is the same object. Consequently, operations including expressions whose
type depends on aCB1 or aCB2 will now be analyzed differently, and for example the
two given invocations of setX are known to be safe. If aCB1 and aCB2 are not the



same object then the else-part of the statement is executed, under the same typing
assumptions as in the method body.

Even using fully reified type parameterized classes with higher-order extensions, it
seems difficult to dynamically establish such a large scale typing property. It is much
more likely that there would have to be a separate cast operation at each point where an
operation depends on having members of the same family, as shown in the following
example:

<X1 extends IntChineseBox<X1,V1>,
V1 extends IntVisitor<X1,V1>,
X2 extends IntChineseBox<X2,V2>,
V2 extends IntVisitor<X2,V2>>
boolean compose(X1 cb1, X2 cb2) {
if (cb2 instanceof X1) {

if (cb1 instanceof X2) {
cb1.setX((X1)cb2);
cb2.setX((X2)cb1);
return true;

}
else { /* Not same family! */ return false; }

}
else { /* Not same family! */ return false; }

} Ex.
13

Finally, note that there are two different ways in which it can be established that the
two class families are distinct; this reflects the fact that programmers are not forced to
use the type arguments X and V to IntChineseBox and IntVisitor in the style
described as taking the fixed point. It is not obvious whether this extra flexibility is
sometimes useful, but when describing mutually recursive families of classes it will
invariably cause extra complexity in cases like this one.

8 Implementation Status

Apart from the fact that the original gbeta syntax has been transformed to a style similar
to Java and all directives concerned with the module system have been left out, the ex-
ample programs in this paper are actual, running gbeta code. There is one exception—in
the current implementation, example 12 does not work as stated and must be expressed
in a more verbose form using two intermediate local variables, but this is expected to
be a rather shallow bug. The implementation of virtual constraints is more than a year
old and is rather stable. The implementation of type-neutral mixins is much newer,
but seems relatively stable, too. About 20.000 lines of gbeta code in about 650 pro-
grams (most of them small, but up to 2500 lines of code) have been updated along
the way to use the revised language, thereby helping to evaluate the new language de-
sign. The implementation is available at http://www.daimi.au.dk/˜eernst/
ecoop-gbeta/. 3

3 This is a provisional release, but an official release containing all the recent extensions will be
made available at http://www.daimi.au.dk/˜eernst/gbeta/ within a few weeks.



9 Related Work

Several related research efforts have been mentioned already, so at this point we just
add a few extra remarks.

In [3] the relation between type parameterized classes and virtual classes is de-
scribed as if the significant difference in the treatment of families of mutually recursive
classes is in the verbosity of parameterized classes (and type safety, but that discus-
sion has changed since then). This paper demonstrates that there are also some deeper
differences between the abilities of these two approaches to express complex typing
structures.

We mentioned that virtual constraints are similar to wildcards [14,29], but deferred
discussion of wildcard capture. Wildcard capture is a mechanism that enables invoca-
tion of a polymorphic method on an argument whose type includes a wildcard as a
type argument, effectively giving a name to the type argument which is otherwise only
known as ‘?’. In fact, this capability is just a special case of the general ability of ac-
cessing “type arguments” (virtual classes) in a language with virtual classes—in such a
language the type argument is never nameless.

The language SCALA [22,23] features abstract type members which share many
propreties with virtual types (compared with gbeta they have been more formally well-
described for years, but the run-time semantics is less rich). In essence, abstract type
members must always have a final ‘extension’, because the ‘introduction’ and ‘exten-
sions’ are supertype constraints and only when the type member is finally bound to a
concrete class (which must satisfy all the constraints) it can be used for such things as
creating new objects. Hence, this mechanism is clearly divided into two phases.

The expression problem has been the focus of several efforts over the years. Kr-
ishnamurthi et al. [16] describe an approach based on visitors where there is no notion
of a class family, it is simply an ordinary hierarchy of 4 classes where a fifth class is
then added and a subclass of the visitor created to handle also the fifth class. The added
class expects the extended visitor, but instances of the other classes continue to use
the type of the original visitor, so the type analysis does not ensure that every object
will be visited by a visitor that knows how to handle it, which of course gives rise to
run-time type errors. A solution based on factory methods is described; this prevents
the run-time type errors, but because of programmer discipline rather than static type
checking. Philip Wadler gave an influential formulation of the expression problem and
presented a tentative solution in Pizza on the java-genericity mailing list [25],
but it turned out to be impossible to realize, exactly because of the lack of a subtyping
relation for this mentioned earlier in this paper. In [28] four approaches are presented
using Java 1.5, including some based on visitors. In [30] many approaches in SCALA
are presented, including several based on visitors. None of these deal with the problem
of handling the return type of the method corresponding to accept: the return type of
this method is everywhere void or unit, and visitors which must return a result use
the work-around of storing it in an instance variable in the visitor.

Finally, it seems likely that the sketchy idea about adding higher-order constructs
to the type parameterization of Java is related to the notion of higher-order functors in
Standard ML [1]. However, there are no equality constraints on types in parameterized



classes, and there is no dynamic subtype polymorphism associated with Standard ML
modules, so certainly the relation may be distant.

10 Conclusion

This paper argues that virtual classes and type parameterized classes belong to funda-
mentally different categories of type abstraction mechanisms, and that they should be
kept separate in order for each of them to work optimally. Starting from the language
gbeta which is based on virtual classes, this philosophy is applied in a language redesign
process; a simple type parameter mechanism is added, the virtual classes are simplified
by removing final extensions, and type-neutral mixins are added in order to preserve
static knowledge about types without restricting the implementation of classes. The
power of the resulting language is illustrated in an extension of the expression problem
which turns out to require an extension of type parameterized classes with higher-order
constructs, but still does not quite enable parameterized classes to express the desired
typing structure.
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